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A Guide to Washing Box Braids and Cornrows

Just because your hair's in a protective style doesn't mean you can skip the shampoo. These tips and tricks will keep
your scalp and hair healthy without ruining your look.
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So you got your braids done. The parts are crisp, your edges are polished, and you're looking and feeling �erce AF. But
even though you're all braided up, that doesn't mean you don't have to wash your hair while the braids are in. Quite
the contrary, actually — if you skip washing altogether or don't wash enough, you could be reversing the bene�ts of
your protective hairstyle.

"Braids are protective because they shield the dry ends of the natural hair within the braid," shares Ellen Marmur,
M.D., a New York City-based board-certi�ed dermatologist. Braids are especially helpful in the winter months when
the heat indoors is blasting, pulling moisture from the air, drying out your skin and hair.

Styles like braids and cornrows give you direct access to parts of your scalp and hair follicles, making it easier for
nutrient-�lled leave-in conditioners and oils to do their jobs. However, the best moisture for your scalp and hair
comes straight from Mother Nature: water. Scalp health is the root (literally) of healthy, happy, hair. For many
naturalistas, protective styles aren't just an opportunity to switch up their look, but also to give their hair a break and
to help with growth. 

However, New Jersey-based cosmetic chemist Ginger King explains that a stressed scalp will lead to the exact
opposite. "When there is buildup on the scalp, it leads to itchiness and people tend to scratch. With the force, the hair
is more likely to fall out," she says. "If the scalp is oily with buildup to start, it is more likely to be in�amed and be
painful — similar to having a pimple."
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That's why proper cleansing is an absolute must. "The natural hair at the scalp needs to be washed while the box
braids are installed," says Dr. Marmur. "This starts the style o� with a healthier clean scalp, reduces the chances of
infection, and even washes away some of the chemicals in the synthetic hair."

https://www.allure.com/story/rebundle-braiding-hair


Now that we've established that washing your hair while it's in braids is non-negotiable, we asked a few pros for some
tips on how to properly cleanse your hair and scalp. Plus, we've got a few product suggestions to help leave your hair
hydrated, scalp moisturized, and braids intact.

Washing Box Braids and Twists

Before you start, think about the needs of your hair. If scalp dryness is a particular concern for you, King suggests
moisturizing products to target those areas. King also says, once again, to make sure you are paying close attention to
how much buildup you have on your scalp and address that �rst. "Having excessive buildup is like putting a raincoat
over any treatment you will use — it will not be as e�ective thus you are wasting your money," she explains.

Step 1: Clarify

If it's been a minute since you've washed your hair and you've been piling on the product, you should start by
clarifying so you've got a super clean base to work with. "Use a deeply-cleansing shampoo as step one to get rid of
product buildup and then rinse out," hairstylist Ti�any Mack advises. Her personal favorite is the TRESemmé Deep
Cleanse Shampoo. We like the Moroccanoil Clarifying Shampoo.

Now that you've applied the product, "focus on the roots and the area where the braids and your hair meet because
that's where most of the buildup occurs," New York City-based hairstylist T. Cooper advises. She shares this hair hack:
"Dilute the shampoo with water, and use a squeeze bottle with a pointed nozzle for application as it helps it to
penetrate in between the hair at the roots."
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Tresemmé Deep Cleansing Shampoo

$ 5

SHOP NOW
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Moroccanoil Clarifying Shampoo

$ 2 6

SHOP NOW
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Why dilute the shampoo? "Sometimes when the shampoo is thick, it's hard to reach certain parts of the scalp," Cooper
says. "Adding a bit of water helps it get into those tricky areas, and a squeeze bottle gives you more control over where
the shampoo goes." Make sure you massage it thoroughly into your scalp, then slide the foam in a downward motion
toward the tips of your braids. Going slowly and washing your hair with care is essential to preventing your box braids
from frizzing up a�er your wash. "Make sure you are gently massaging the scalp to reduce frizziness," says Mack.

You should wash your hair every two weeks. If you work out, wash weekly, "it varies because people's lifestyles are so
di�erent," Mack explains. King con�rms that you can use a clarifying shampoo weekly, but it's not necessary to reach
for it every time if your hair isn't that dirty. 

Design Essentials Almond & Avocado Moisturizing & Detangling Shampoo

$ 1 3

SHOP NOW
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Pantene Miracle Rescue 10-in-1 Multitasking Spray

$ 7

SHOP NOW
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Step 2: Cleanse

If you don't have as much buildup, you can skip straight to cleansing. Mack recommends using "a moisturizing
shampoo as step two." (If you don't need a clari�er, you'll be using this kind of shampoo �rst.) As Cooper explains,
"protective styles give your hair a break from heat styling, but it's important to try to keep your hair hydrated while it's
braided up." For moisture, Cooper uses the Design Essentials Almond & Avocado Moisturizing & Detangling Shampoo
"Rinse until the water runs clear. If you have settings on your shower head, try to use it on the hardest water pressures
to thoroughly rinse product out."

Step 3: Condition

When you're done with cleansing, it's time to move on to conditioning. "Be sure to dilute the conditioner with water so
it can easily rinse out of the braids," Mack advises. When you are done, follow up with a leave-in conditioner like the
Best of Beauty-winning Pantene Miracle Rescue 10-in-1 Multitasking Spray. 

"When it comes to hair-care, conditioner matters more than shampoo because the function of shampoo is to clean but
conditioners can leave di�erent e�ects," King explains. "Usually, you want some quaternium compounds in the
conditioner." Now, before you ask us what the heck quaternium compounds are, King has an explanation: "They are
known as 'quats' and have the ability to so�en hair and serve as an anti-static and anti-�yaway."  When perusing an
ingredient list, you will �nd them listed as cetrimonium chloride or quaternim. 

Step 4: Dry

When you are ready to dry, Cooper warns not to rub the hair, "simply place your braids in the towel and wring out the
excess water." Remember, a lot of frizz comes from too much friction during the wash or drying process. Use a
micro�ber towel for this like the Best of Beauty-winning Volo Hero Towel.
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When you're drying, it's absolutely imperative that you are sure to remove any excess water from the hair. Braids that
stay too damp could lead to mold. "Moldy box braids are de�nitely a thing. I found out the hard way," Cooper shares. 

Mold grows when braids don't have ample time to dry. "Washing your braids and going to sleep while your hair is still
wet is usually the culprit," explains Cooper before adding, "You can avoid this by blow-drying your braids with low
heat on a low speed." If you do insist on air-drying, Cooper states, "Make sure it's done in the daytime when you can
actually go outside and let the sun speed up the process." 

It's not just box braids that can experience mold — all kinds of hairstyles and textures are susceptible. "Moisture is a
breeding bed for bacteria and when you have wet hair on pillows, it's the perfect medium to grow bugs if you don't
change your pillowcases frequently," warns King.

Washing Cornrows

Cornrows need to be washed, too. Los Angeles-based hairstylist and co-founder of Flawless By Gabrielle Union  Larry
Sims recommends waiting "two weeks a�er the install" to wash your cornrow-style braids.
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The Volo Hero Towel
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Washing cornrows is di�erent from washing box braids as cornrows are attached to your scalp and more prone to
frizzing up — you need to handle this style more delicately. "I use a shampoo foaming cleanse," explains Sims. The
friction that comes from washing cornrows with regular shampoo can cause frizzing because of friction. However, a
foaming shampoo like the Best of Beauty-winning Carol's Daughter Wash Day Delight Water-to-Foam Shampoo With
Rose Water will get your scalp clean without leaving any residue. 
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To keep your cornrows looking neat post wash day, Mack suggests using  "a foam or mousse a�er a wash and wrapping
the braids with a silk scarf. When the scarf is removed, apply a shine mist and edge control to make them look more
polished." Mack recommends Eva NYC's Just Glisten Hair + Body Shine Mist. "It always gets the job done." Our current
favorite edge control is the Best of Beauty-winning African Pride Moisture Miracle Edge Styling Wax.

Because cornrow braid styles can look old faster, a lot of people choose not to wash them. But this is a no-no. Sims
begs, "Instead of washing, try to get it re-done if possible." You must remove the product buildup or potentially face
damage in the long run if you keep those braids in for too long. "Product buildup can lead to hair loss if chronic, as the
product, as well as dead skin cells, oil, and sweat can clog the follicle openings and prevent adequate growth," Rachel
Maiman, M.D., a board-certi�ed dermatologist at Marmur Medical in New York City explains. "This can also induce
in�ammation, leading to an uncomfortable condition called folliculitis. This presents with small, o�en tender, red
bumps that may be pus-�lled. In severe cases, uncontrolled folliculitis can cause scarring and permanent hair loss."
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Remember: your scalp health is everything! Just because your hair is braided doesn't give you the green light to skip
wash day. It might look a little di�erent than usual, but it's still a necessity. Trust us — it's better for your gorgeous
head of hair in the long run.

More hair stories, right this way:

"Money Pieces" Are the Hyper-Trendy Highlights Anyone With Any Hair Color Can Do
The Sliced Bob Is the New "It" Haircut That Does All the Work for You
These Will Be the Biggest Hair Color Trends in 2022

Now, watch Victoria Monet break down her music video fashion:
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$ 5
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